A new full-field 3-D micro surface profilometer using digital micromirror device (DMD)-based fringe projection strategy and confocal principle is presented in the article. In viewing the fact that conventional laser confocal measurement method not only easily encounters undesired irregular scattering problems, but also lack scanning efficiency due to its single-point type measurement, the newly developed automatic surface profilometer deploys a DMD chip to project spatially encoded digital fringe patterns with dynamic light intensity, onto the object to obtain excellent measurement performance. A novel digital fringe pattern design with adaptive sinusoidal intensity modulation was developed for active fringe projection, to obtain optimized depth resolution with a micrometer lateral resolution in confocal measurement. Some of semiconductor components have been measured to attest the feasibility of the developed approach. The depth measurement resolution can reach better than 0.1µm and the maximal measured error was verified to be less than less than 0.5 % of the measured step size.
Introduction
Confocal microscopy used as a surface profilometer has its advantages in possessing high longitudinal depth resolution and non-contact scanning property [1] . However, its commercial application has been restricted by its inefficient scanning rate and its measuring reproducibility problems when encountered with materials of various surface scattering or reflectivity characteristics. In recent years, a Digital Micromirror Devices (DMD) can be deployed as an array of pinholes that may replace the Nipkow disk presently used for lateral scanning in confocal microscopes [2] .
This article thus focuses on the development of a DMD-based 3-D contour profilometer to meet the above needs. A confocal microscope works by geometrically matching two conjugate focal points in image space. As the sample is scanned through the focal point, peak intensity can be detected only when the focal point lies directly on the surface of the sample. In the approach, the digital fringe pattern is first generated by a personal computer and passes through the set of optical lens, in which a parallel-like structured-light pattern can be produced and guided into the side port of the stereomicroscope for generation and projection of micro digital fringes onto the surface to be measured. Furthermore, various focus measurement operators are developed to determine the quality of image focus and calculate a set of focus measures at each image point. A novel confocal microscope was developed using digital fringe projection and confocal intensity principle is illustrated after a brief of literature review regarding micro 3-D surface profiling techniques is given.
An important advantage of focal 3-D measurement against passive stereo methods is the avoidance of confrontation with the correspondence problem [2] . Several focus operators and depth estimation algorithms have been proposed to reconstruct the depth information [3] . A general confocal measurement can be shown as Fig. 1 , in which the focal measure is utilized to derive the depth information. An inherent drawback of focus-based methods is the requirements of the inspected surface having significant texture, which do not apply to most of MEMS, silicon wafers or polished component. Thus, microscopic shape measured from focus using active illumination provides a viable possibility to resolve the above issue. Nayar proposed to generate rectangular illumination patterns using am optical filter (grating) and to project them onto the sample surface to be reconstructed [2] . However, the intensity of the active illumination and pattern selection were not fully addressed to maximize sensitivity of the focus operator and to achieve optimal spatial resolution. One long-standing goal for improving the performance of the confocal microscope is to increase the scanning speed while maintaining its high resolution. Many methods, using the Nipkow disk or use of a diffractive lens illuminated with a tunable light source, have been proposed to improve the confocal scanning speed [4] . The projected fringe measurement technique is a kind of active illumination for out-of-plane and topology measurement. It refers to the use of different methods for creating a light pattern to be projected onto the surface of the object. Comprehensive reviews of these techniques were provided by Tiziani [5] , Chen [6] and Zhang [7] . Among various methods, the fringe projection technique is more commonly employed due to its easy setup and less intensive 3-D calculation. The fringe can be generated by projecting parallel light through optical grating slides with various projecting arbitrary patterns. Chang [7] proposed the use of DMD for fringe generation. The DMD is particularly suitable for transverse confocal scanning with its ability to perform parallel array scanning without need of translating the sample.
This article therefore proposes a micro three-dimensional surface profilometer using DMD-based digital fringe projection and confocal measurement principle. Using flexible and dynamic light control capability of DMD, the approach optimizes the intensity of the active illumination and pattern selection for maximizing sensitivity of the focus operator and to achieve optimal spatial resolution.
System design
Taking the above needs into consideration, we developed a three-dimensional DMD-based surface profiling system. This system integrated a light projection unit (DMD chip embedded), a developed optical lens unit and focal measure technique for micro-level three-dimensional contour measurement. The schematic diagram of the system is depicted in Fig. 2 and its hardware setup is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The optical lens unit was composed of the optical lens set of the projection module, a stereomicroscope and an image capture device. The digital light projector (DLP) can generate computer-controlled structured-light patterns and project them onto the object's surface to be measured through the optical lens unit.
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Focus measure function
As shown in Fig. 2 , since the DMD is capable of projecting full-field light pattern for transverse confocal scanning, full-field size measurement can be achieved without need of translating the sample. In the system, the DMD is used to project a rectangular light pattern and this designed pattern is then projected through a microscopic lens system onto the surface of specimen. Following this, the light pattern is reflected and imaged onto the CCD camera from which the light intensity of each pixel-related position is measured and stored for further focal measure evaluation. The image intensity of each image coordinate can reach its maximum when the image of the corresponding DMD pixel is locating on the focal plane of the microscope objective. The relation between intensity and displacement along the focal plane can be measured as the focal-depth response curve (Fig. 4) . Precise 3-D surface contour of the specimen can be reconstructed when accurate peaking position associated with the focal plane can be defined from the focal measure and its focal-depth response curve. According to physical optics, the defocused image formed on the sensor plane can be described as the result of convolving the focused image with the blurring function h(x,y) [2] . 
An effective focus measure operator o(x,y) should be capable of high-pass filtering the image. In this article, we apply the sum-modified-Laplacian (SML) [2] operator expressed as:
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Design of digital fringe pattern
To increase the depth measurement resolution and scanning efficiency, the digital fringes to be projected should be carefully designed. The method proposed an innovative sinusoidal grid pattern that projects fringes with various gray level of the pattern between x and y directions. Fig. 5 depicts the illustration patterns, in which independent projected point to generate high-frequency patterns point for obtaining optimized depth measurement resolution. The size of the pattern can be determined by the minimal pixel size of DMD chip or actual needs in spatial resolution of measurement. In general, the best spatial resolution can be also achieved by using the full-field detection area with DMD pixel resolution. The light modulation of the proposed fringe pattern can be modeled as Equation (4). The properties of the fringe pattern can be controlled by carefully selecting the spatial periods (T 1 and T 2 ) along the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively, as well as the corresponding phase difference between φ 1 and φ 2 . From some experimental results, it was found that the light strength of the projected fringes played an important role in determining the depth detection resolution. Shown in Fig. 6 , when the relative strength of the projected fringes increases, in which a uniform fringe pattern was projected, the depth detectable resolution was increased to its peak while the detected depth was maintained the same value. Note that the vertical axis represents the size of the standard deviation of the depth response curve (DRC), which was inversely proportional to the depth detectable resolution in the confocal measurement.
In addition, when projecting the proposed sinusoidal grid pattern onto the same measured surface (where T i =10 pixels, T j =10 pixels, φ i =0, φ j = 0, A=255 and B=255), it is interesting to note that the variation of the standard deviation of different depth response curves was less than 0.25µm, as shown in Fig. 7 . This obviously indicates that the proposed fringe pattern can provide a reasonably uniform depth resolution along its fringe axis. 
Measurement examples and results
To attest the measurement accuracy of the developed measurement approach for 3-D surface profilometry, we conducted an experimental measurement on accurate calibration specimen with an accurate step size of 2.37 µm (shown in Fig. 8(a) ) was deployed for evaluation of measurement accuracy. Fig. 8(a) shows the image of digital fringes with a rectangular size of 20 µm(H) x 20 µm(V), being projected onto the object; (b) and (c) illustrate and the cross section of the profile and the top projected image of 3-D measured results, respectively. In addition, the 3-D map (Fig. 8(d) ) measured of the 3-D reconstructed result was employed to evaluate the system measurement accuracy. From the analysis of measured errors, it was found that the maximum error of the measurement was within ±0.074µm and the standard deviation was 0.037µm. The measurement result shows that that the measured errors, less than 0.5 % of the measured step size (=2.37 µm), can be achieved by using the proposed strategies.
Meanwhile, a sample of micro golden bumps was measured (shown in Fig. 9(a) ) as an industrial example to demonstrate the system's capability in micro 3-D surface profilometry. Using the developed measurement approach, the digital fringe can be successfully projected on to the object surface and the 3-D surface profile can be reconstructed, shown in Fig. 9(b) , (c) and (d). 
Conclusions
A novel full-field three-dimensional micro surface profilometer using DMD-based structured fringe projection and confocal principle was successfully developed. Three technical advances in micro 3-D surface profiling were achieved as follows:
1. The newly developed profilometer deploys a DMD to project digital structured light patterns with dynamic light intensity modulation and arbitrary fringe shape control, onto the measured object to suit various inspection requirements, such as surface characteristics and condition.
2. An innovative sinusoidal fringe projection strategy was successfully developed to maximize the detectable depth resolution while a full-field measurement can be accomplished simultaneously.
3. It was confirmed that the detectable depth resolution can be controlled by adjusting the projected light strength. An optimized fringe light strength can be obtained by modulating the projected light strength of the active digital light projection.
